
Private Intiated Investment 
Proposal (PIIP)
Practice Note:

The PPP Act, 2013 at section 61, and the PPP Regulations 2014 at Regulation 53, require the submission of a privately initiated 
investment proposal as a (1) technical and (2) financial proposal. 

The outline template below is a summation of the technical and financial aspects of such a proposal. Its core structure presupposes 
or assumes a level of feasibility study assessment of the proposed project, to such a level that sufficient details are available to 
populate the various sections of the outline template below.

In any event, the proposal should be developed to such level of empirical detail as would permit an empirical assessment of 
the Value for Money proposition, the Affordability proposition, and the risk transfer proposition (the three tests against which an 
approval decision shall be anchored).

With respect to the financial proposal, please note the following in addition to the matters specifically set out in the template 
further down:

 • The cost of delivering the project should be clear, both at unit and at project level

 • The cost of financing should be disclosed

 • The financial structure proposed for the project should be disclosed, including the mix between equity and debt

 • The expected credit enhancement tools should be disclosed, if any

 • Any government support measure expected as part of the transaction structure should be disclosed and priced

 • A detailed project financial model, with no macros, and fully traceable, in excel, should be included, presented in a compact disc

 • The delivery structure should be disclosed - including structure and ownership of SPV

 • Statements confirming the financial deliverability of the proposed project structure

 • Please do not hesitate to contact the PPP Unit for any clarifications in the implementation of the outline PIIP Structure, below

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OVERALL DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY OF THE GOVERNMENT

Background information

 • County Government vision and strategy for Development of urban areas and towns, including in particular the control of vehicular 
traffic and development of parking areas  

 • Institutional Arrangements for public sector development and facilitation of private sector participation in the county transport 
sector

 • Historical constraints in the resolution of challenges surrounding transport sector management at the county’s urban areas 
(including challenges around revenue collection/leakages by the county government – indicate level of revenue leakages, etc)

PROJECT OVERVIEW: DESCRIPTION AND INVESTMENT DECISION

 • Project background: rationale and genesis 

 • Overview of the proposed project(s) 

 • Project objectives

 • Approach and methodology of the technical and financial proposal



NEEDS ANALYSIS

 • Project’s conformance to sector diagnostics, strategic plans and or master plans

 • Demand forecasting and user projections (Demand and Market Analysis, including willingness and ability to pay analysis)

 • Institutional settings

 • Scope of the project

TECHNICAL SOLUTION OPTIONS ANALYSIS

This section needs to describe:

 • Alternative technical solutions, which have been considered to achieve the project objectives. alternative technical solutions may 
be alternative engineering or design options 

 • The evaluation of the alternative technical solutions:

 - This section needs to describe the technical, economic, financial, legal, social, environmental and other criteria, which have been 
used to evaluate the alternative options, and to present the results of the evaluation 

 • Recommended technical solution:

 - The recommended technical solution should be described in more detail and an outline design provided. The description should 
include:

 • Proposed output specifications

 • Estimated CAPEX and OPEX costs

PROJECT DUE DILIGENCE

On the basis of the recommended Technical Solution, the Study is expected to include a detailed Project Due Diligence covering 
the following:

 • Legal Aspects

 - Use and user rights

 - Relevant financial laws and regulations

 - Relevant Environmental and Heritage Laws, if applicable

 - Tax Legislations

 - Labour Legislations

 - Foreign Exchange Legislations

 - Competition Legislation

 - Building and Fire Codes, as applicable

 - Zoning Rights and Land Use Regulations

 - List of likely Project Agreements 

 - Dispute settlement mechanism and legal jurisdiction

 • Site Enablement

 - Land Requirements

 - Land Valuation

 - Land Availability and Title Deed Endorsements

 - Resettlement Needs, if applicable

 - Relocation of Utilities

 • Economic and Social Cost Benefit Analysis (ESCBA)

 - Identified Economic Benefits

 - Identified Economic Costs

 - Economic Evaluation and Sensitivity Analysis

 - Assessment of Social Benefits and Costs

 - Gender, Youth and other Social Concerns

 • Identified Environmental and Disaster Risk Concerns



 - Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) and Social Risk Assessment

 - Climate and Disaster Risk Vulnerability Assessment

 - Preliminary Environmental & Social Impact Assessment (PESIA) report

 • Financing, Funding and Revenue Implications

 - Project Financing Needs – up front and recurring as driven by Capex requirements

 - Project Financing Sources – indication of Financing Sources (private sector bank debt, multilateral debt, public sector debt, project 
bonds, grants (indicate source), developer equity, other (specify))

 - Project Funding Needs – assessment of annual funding requirements to cover O&M, debt service and other recurring costs

 - Revenue requirements – assessment of revenue requirements to cover the Project’s Funding Needs

 - Revenue Sources – identified revenue sources – users, public sector service payments, combination, other

 • Affordability Analysis:

 - For public sector service payments compare against budget allocation and evaluate availability. Determine need for Viability Gap 
Funding and quantify. For user pays evaluate ability and willingness to pay of users

PROCUREMENT OPTIONS AND PPP STRUCTURE ANALYSIS

This section should present an evaluation of the alternative options for procuring the project, including the preferred PPP 
option.  The section should cover:

 • Description of alternative procurement and PPP options considered and justification therefor. Options must include traditional 
public sector procurement. For each option set out:

 - The anticipated key roles and responsibilities of the private sector 

 - The key risk allocation under each option
 • Description of and justification for the evaluation criteria used in evaluating alternative procurement options to include, inter alia:

 - Value for Money assessment. The Value for Money assessment is expected to examine both the choice between traditional public 
sector and PPP procurement, as well as alternative risk allocations between the alternative PPP options. The report should present 
clearly how the Public Sector Comparator Model, the Risk Adjusted Public Sector Comparator Model, the PPP Reference Model 
and the Risk Adjusted PPP Reference Model have been developed and populated with data

 - Affordability

 - Assessment of Fiscal Impact

 - Assessment of impact on Public Sector Borrowing including any contingent liabilities

 - Private sector feedback based on a Preliminary Market Sounding amongst potential operators, developers and financiers

 • Presentation of the results of the Evaluation

 • Detailed description of the preferred Procurement Option and PPP Structure, including:

 - Key Risk Allocation

 - Outline Payment Mechanism
 • Indicative Financing Structure

 • Performance standards (Service Level Agreement type-issues)

PROPOSED LEGAL AND CONTRACTUAL STRUCTURE

 • Overview of the Legal Structure

 • Schematic of the Proposed Project Contractual Structure

 • Actions Necessary to Support Successful Contracting

SECTION 61 JUSTIFICATION

 • Provisions of Section 61, PPP Act 2013

 • Justification of the Proposed Procurement Methodology

 • Key Criteria for Award : Criteria against which negotiated outcomes of the PIIP are to be assessed

 • Statement of Willingness to Comply with Section 61(2) Procedures



ABOUT THE PRIVATE PROPONENT/CONSORTIUM: DUE DILIGENCE REPORT ON PROPONENT

 • The technical capability of the proponent(s) evidenced through project development history – preferably within the last 10-15 years 
at a capital cost similar to or larger than that expected for the intended PIIP and the line-up of key personnel

 • The financial capacity of the proponent(s) to undertake the project. Evidences here relate to audited financial statements ideally 
for the immediate past 5 years

 • Conclusions: Capability Statement

PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE

 • Overview of the project execution strategy e.g. a phased approach

 • Implementation schedule 


